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The Rotunda

GLEANINGS
liy
Johnny Lybrook

Before the entire Congress and
FARMVILLE, VIRGINIA, WEDNESDAY. JANUARY 11. L989
a crowded gallery of spectators VOLUME XVIII
President Roosevelt personally delivered the annual President's message to Congress, which was at
the same time translated and
broadcast to all parts of the world
on January 4. The address covered I luce chiei topics—the world
situation—domestic politics — and
a tying of the two to preserve
democracy.
Katherine Roberts attended the
President Roosevelt told the seventy-sixth Congress that the Uniteexcutive committee meeting of
ed States can ill afford to shut
the Virginia Youth Conference,
its eyes to what is happening in
which was held on Jan. 8 at RanEurope. "A war which threatendolph-Macon Woman's College, in
ed to envelop the world in flames
has been averted." he said, "but
Miss June Royall was presentLynchburg. The purpose of the
J
it has come increasingly clear that ^ by the Freshman Class as their j
meeting was to draw up a tentapeace is not assured . . . Storms classman in chapel on Wednesday,
tive plan for the conference to
from abroad directly challenge January 11.
three institutions indispensable to
After the chapel
exercises
be held in the spring.
Americans- religion— democracy which were led by Eliza Wise, the
The Virginia Youth Conference
—and international good faith, f^r ClMBes. the juniors and'
is
a state branch of the Southern
There comes a time in the affairs f^s'imen. san* l.heir class s°n*'
Conference for Human Welfare
R
and
Fifty-nine girls have met the
of men when they must prepare
™
White,
The executive committee is com- realmements of the Dean's List at
to defend, not their homes alone,
posed of William H. Moore, of Farmville State Teachers Collage
but the tenents of faith and hu- carried out by the idea of a wedmanity of which their very civili- ding. Mary Kathryn Didson. as
University of Virginia, chairman; for the Winter Quarter 1939. This
the preacher, performed the wedzation is founded."
Miss Margaret Ballard. of Sweet announcement was made on Monding
ceremony
by
which
Miss
We can not live apart In isolaMISS
JANE
ROYALL
Briar, and Miss Cliremand Gill- day. Januaiy 9. by the registrar.
tion from the world as a means of Royall was made the freshman
classman
for
life
iam, of R. M. W. ft, vice chair- Miss Vllgilia Bllgg.
preserving these precious things
After the wedding ceremony
men; Miss Katherine Roberts, of
The world is too small, Mr. RooseOnly juniors and seniors are
velt stated, and so our only pro- songs were sung to Miss Royall by
Farmville S. T. C.
treasurer: eligible to be placed on the Dean's
the
class.
tection lies In being prepared to
David Carliner and John Rust, List. They are required to make
meet with a strong defense any
of University of Virginia, execu- an average of B or above on every
Emergency that may be placed untive and assistant secretaries.
willingly upon us.
class. As an added honor of makKitty stated that the conferThere are many methods short
ence will deal
with
southern ing the Dean's List all those who
of war that can be effective in
problems
that
confront
young are placed on it have the privilege
Bringing home to aggressor govFarmvUle's
negative
debate men and women throughout our of unlimited week-ends and unernments the sentiments of the
team met and defeated Bridge- southland today. The conference limited class cuts.
proper in America. "War is not
The Colonnade will act as a water College in the small audi- will be held at University of Virtin only means of commanding a
Those girls making the Dean's
decent 'respeeffor trie opinions of sponsor for students who wish to torium, Tuesday. January 10. us- ginia on April 21. Among the sugentcr
List
are:
gested topics for discussion
Is
mankind"
contributions for publicaing the National Pi Kappa Delta Education, as it applies to race
Lucy G.
Adams.
Faimville:
Mr
Roosevelt asked that a ljon in tlle 19:>9 Book of College
That the and to rural and urban com- "Lillian
larger provision be made for the y*'rse In ">e Book of Verse poems question "Resolved:
Anderson,
Covington;
building up ol our defense. He by students are collected from United States Government should munities. The conference will be Mary Elizabeth Badger. Marienasked also for provisions to be c""l'8« a11 over the Un"ed States, cease the expenditure of public open to all college students of ville; Evelyn Beale, Smithfleld:
made which would allow the easy The ■"* P0™ in the volume is funds for the purpose of stimu- Virginia and promises to be one
"Anne Billups. Norfolk; Margaret
of great interest.
expansion of industry and re- selected and a prize of fifty dolBlack, Shores; Marguerite Blacksources in time of war.
£» «■ «**•» to the writer by the lating business."
Bridgewater College was repreThe neutrality laws must be Publishers,
well. Roanoke; 'Florence Brass,
chi-nged to remove the injustice
Students may contribute as sented by Louise Wampler. of
Norfolk: "Sarah Button. Farms
which at present they are placing ™™* ™ as they wish. The Hagerstown, Maryland, and Shirville; 'Juanita Carson, Faimville.
upon non-aggressor nations. Am- ** «*■ £ represent Farmville ley Hoover, of Roanoke. on the
s
c
wl
Doris Chestnut. Durham. N. C;
eriea does not wish any longer to -/
» be chosen by a fa- affirmative team, while Elizabeth
Klhn Conycrs. Chester; 'Nancy
support movements in any part "ilty committee. Contributions Ann Prker of Portsmouth, and
Miss Josephine
Johnson,
of
of the world which she does not should be left in the magazine box Lorana Moomaw, of Roanoke deCooley. Pulaski; Marguerite CosNot folk. Virginia, will speak at
approve. Once this is realized by or turned in to Miss Lucille Jen- bated for Farmville.
tello. Richmond: Elizabeth Cralle.
n n s
the a
.unions a real weld- ' « - Kathmnc Roberts or Ann
The debate was the first in a the Faimville Junior Woman's Faimville;
Louise
DeJarnette,
tag of permanent peace can be- Du*Ber bv January 14.
series of debates to be given here Club meeting
on
Wednesday
_ln
Farmville girls who received the this season on the National Pi
Claikton: Bessie Dillon. Franklin;
night. January 11 at 8 o'clock.
The r y new laws which the honor °fn having poems published' Kappa Delta question.
Elsie Dodd. Richmond; Adelaide
Bridgeopen
Preside
asked were those which ln the_ 1938 Book of College Verse water debates Farmville each year. This meeting will be an
Dressier Covington; "Ann Dtigwould
e the problem of the "*" *• -v Ha,dv' Dorothy Wright Dr. Bell of Hampden-Sydney was meeting and will be held in the
ger. Farmville
and
Katherine
Roberts.
rail'.».
nd transportation probsmall auditorium of the college.
critic judge.
•Lavelette Glenn.
Prospecl;
lems lr»-:reater executive efficiOn this trip Bridgewater also
Miss Johnson's topic will be Theresa Qraff, Roanoke; Marion
ency in government. Otherwise
debated at Lynchburg College in 'Poetry and Everyday Life". The
Harden Dillwyn; Mildred Harry,
this session of congress will be
Lynchburg. The team was accom- lecture will be illustrated by seSuffolk;
Sarah Hayes.
Hilton
more of a 'polishing up" of bills
panied by Dr Dove, debate coach lections from her own poems.
Village; Prances Holloway, Smithalready in action.
of Bridgewater College, and DorMiss Johnson is an alumna of field; "Rosemary Howell. Hopeothy Campbell, of Grithersburg. Farmville State Teachers ColMr. Roosevelt ended his speech
well; •LeNoir Hubbard, Crewe;
with a quotation from Lincoln's
Maryland, and Anne Jane Swizer. lege. She was also an assistant in
Ham Jackson. Richmond: 'Helen
A list of the students who are of Clarksburg. West Virginia.
famous Gettysburg address—'This
the department of chemistry while Jeffries. Culpeper.
,
doing
their
practice
teaching
in
generation will nobly save or
she was here. She is now connecMrs. Flora Jett-Cranz, Reedmeanlv lose the best hope of the,tne rural schools in the winter
ted with the library of Norfolk.
ville; -Mrs. Elizabeth Harris Lovearth " The reaction to his mes- nuarter has been secured from
She is a member of the Poetry ing, Pamplin:
Martha McCorkle,
sage was normal, perhaps a little 'he Education Department. They
Society of Virginia. Besides hav- Farmville; Mabel
afeLaln,
St.
are
as
follows:
Sarah
Frances
better than normal, because of the
ing some of her poems published Stephens Church: 'Mary Walker
widespread favor in which the at- Steed and Adelaide Dressier are
Raphael Emmanuel, a native in Harpers Magazine and Atlantic Mitchell CUlpaper; Alice Mover.
titude of the President toward for- teaching English at Curdsville;
Clara Nottingham
Calideen,
spoke to the students of Monthly. Miss Johnson has also Greenwood:
Mary
Ann
Sanderson
and
Catheeign policies has everywhere been
book
of
poems. Eastviiie; Frano
Pope, DrewryState
Teachers
College in the published a
received. France and England rine Maynard are teaching HisMary Wanda Porterfleld,
Tuesday Though she is not a graduate of wile.
were overjoyed and highly expres- tory in the same school: Biology large auditorium on
William and Mary College, she Newport
Jane Powell, Hampton
sed their praise in print. Mr. Hit- and General Science are being night. January 10 at 7:30.
has the unusual distinction of be•Ma'- Carrington Power. CharDressed
in
his
native
costume.
ler and Mr. Mussolini, were down- taught by Martha Meade Hardaing admitted ai
an
honorary
. illc;
Annie
K.li/abeth
right disgusted as we naturally **?• and Latin is being taught by Mr. Emmanuel spoke on the Armember of the Alpha chapter of Prince, Capron; "Mrs Virginia
expected them to be.
; Thelma Houpe. Macon Raine is abic customs, literature, philosPhi Beta Kappa.
I'uiieii Farmville; 'Nellie Putney,
In the President's budget mes- teaching French and
Florence ophy and religion.
Farmville;
Anna Snow Ramsey
sage later, he expressed his belief Bress, Mathematics and Physical
hoi
Hutli
Read.
Palmer
that the national income can be Education.
Springs; Helen Id ill I.ansdowne,
The student teachers at Worincreased greatly and made to
Pa
M.ir. France Rio
P
stay at the increased point. Be-! sham are Louise Turnes, teaching
mouth: Katherine Roberts Nascause of the continuation of relief, Biology and General Science, and
sawadox
and the added expense for nation- Alice Moyer, teaching MathemaJane Rosenberger, Winche U
al defense, the President recom- tics.
«
Shelton,
Chs i
At John Randolph the First
mended the expenditures of nine
With the dash of waves and the able and efficient captains. Ellu
billion dollars. "This is the second Grade is being taught by Ellen swish ol sails, we hear in the dis- Wise and Helen Reiff, wiih a num- •Virginia Whltehead Smith Princess Anne: Marguerite Snell Phelargest spending program in the Gray and Ann Leake; the Second
tance a gay sound. It is the ap- ber of first-mat's acting as heads
history of the New Deal."
by Caroline Barnes and Oene- proach of Showboat". With a of committees. It is reported hen nix 'David '!'•
Elizabeth i rrai Danville; Belma
The naval board's advocation of vieve Cook; and the Third Grade telescope to our eyes we see a thai the ship carries on board
Newport N'".'.
Katharine
the setting up of naval and air by Elizabeth Lewis
and
Lois glamorous group gathered upon those famous personalities of the -., •
Wooii Roanoke; Nellie Virginia
bases along the coast of the Unit- Powell. Carolyn Ford and Vivian the deck
>i '40 Bat*
We see colored faces memorabli i
Rochelle; Carrie Vi
ed States and her possessions as [ Moore are teaching the Fourth and white, dancing feet and whirl- Rumors have it, too. that
; N
Fork
an added means of defense was'Grade; and Evelyn Drewry, Marie ing skirts. Lips are moving—the will be introductions of new!;.
i ,n Dean's U ' Fall Quartet
treated with an air of importance Hamlin and Virginia Oakes are trumpet fcr our ear—yes! II
covered talent
|08l
in both of the President's mes- teaching the Fifth.
someone singing — it's someone
H MI in i MI | i' differsages.
joking-It's the Juniors rehears- ent—quite different! It's It's, well
INNOVNCBMENT
Congress this time will also be
ing for their production.
it's more than that! A wa gull
concerned over three major apCORRECTION
The date for the great "Show- who got a first hand bird
Will all the Irishmen and
pointments made by the President
boat" to dock has not been an- VH ■ of a rehearsal told us so and
taw Kills thai ire interested
which will be their duty to conFebruary 21 is the date of
nounced. However, we hear it we can't be wrong
iii trying out im Km ailtatlal
firm or reject. These are the nomthe annual Much Gras Danre
promlsw to be one of the most
st.ilT ol The Itiitunila" please
so watch I H still I Ustsnl Thi
inations of Frank Murphy as atoutstanding and gigantic vessels wind is carrying the news through
meet In the publication olln •
this year. It was announced
torney-general; of Felix Frankfurto pull into the harbor of S the halls Soon you will si •
at 7 nilmk tonight? The If]
previously in "The Rotunda"
ter to the Supreme Court and of
T. C. In fact, it will be the first date for the anchorage pi
outs will take place for ■
Harry Hopkins to the post of Secthat the date was February
"Showboat" ever to stop at this Yes siree. it's coining
month. Kadi Eirl BUI rhoosr
retary of Commerce What oppo28. This rorrrctlon will make
port.
whether she wishes to write
ue bringing it In I I 1 C
sition Mr. Murphy's appointment
sir. ii.: lit news, minimi- feawill soon see its flrsl ShOWt)
Mardl
Gras
one
week
t-arlier
The
colossal
ship
is
being
Id
will have will be because of the
tures, sports or soelal news.
What
an
event
it
pi
ml
in
the
direction
of
land
by
two
than was announced.
Continued on Page 6

Miss Royall
Is Presented
As (llassman

Freshman Classman

K. Roberts Attends
Youth Conference
In Lynchburg

Wedding Ceremony
Is Theme of
Presentation

"The Colonnade"
Sponsors Students
For College Poetry

Miss J. Johnson
Will Speak Tonight
In Small Vuditorium

Twenty-One Students
Do Practice Teaching
In Rural Schools

Raphael Emmanuel
Speaks to Students

"Showboat" Sails into Harbor
As Junior (lass Acts as Crew

No. Ml

S.T.C. Receives Gift

Of Three Thousand
Dollars for Librai7
Fifty-Nine Girls
Make Grades
For Dean's List

Debate Team Wins
Over Bridgewater
In First Debate

Z—773

Carnegie Corp.
Of New York
(Jive Library Funds
$3,000 to be available in payments of $1,000 per year for throe
years beginning on October 1.
1938 waa given to Faiinwllc Shite
Teachers Colli ge by the Carnegie
Corporation of New York. This
announcement was received recently by Dr. Jarman from the
secretary of the corporation.
The money as designated by the
inilunation is to be used in the
developmen of the library by the
purchase of books for
general
reading.
This action is the result of a
study that was made of the libraries in the Teachers Colleges
all over America. This Advisory
Group on Teachers College libraries visited all of these libraries
and inspected the books, the library facilities, etc.
Faimville is one of twenty-nine
colleges in the United States that
received this money. She is the
only college in Virginia to be so
honored.
In the Southeastern group of
colleges of which Farmville is one,
the following colleges
receiwd
money for the furl luring of their
libraries: West Liberty State Teachers College. West Uberty. West
Virginia; Appalachian State Tcai hers College Boone. North Carolina: East Carolina Slate Teachers College. Greenville. North Carolina: Eastern Kentucky state
Teachers College. Richmond. Kentucky; Western Kentucky State
Teachers College. Bowling Green,
Kentucky: State Tea" hers College,
Johnson City. Tennessee; Arkansas State Teachers College, Conway, Arkansas

Dr. J. EL llutcheson
Is Selected For
Virginia Honor Roll
Dr. John Redd Hiileheson, of
Virginia Polytechnic Institute at
HI.e ksbuig, Virginia has
h'-eii
placed on the Virginia Honor Roll
for 19S8. 'ihs is of particular In-

ten ' to the itudenti al Pai n
\ill* since his daugher. Eleanor
llutcheson. a minor transfer fiom
Rollins Collage la enrolled here
now
His wife, Beanor Parrott,
is an alumna ol Farmville State
Teachi i Coll
Dr Him in ,<>n has bean connected with the Virginia Polytechnic Institute a ihreitoi nl
the Virginia Agricultural Ronilon Divli ion for tin pa I twenty
ha) l>i Huteheion has done more to change the
ihaiaetei of farming m Virginia
than any other man ol
ei ation
Di Hutchi on ha been 11
man of "
ila Agrk ultural
.,1 v Council Mine i!i22. and
in tot
received
national
oitlon for ins work in this
He is chairman of ti" I
ten Ion Section ol the National
latlon ol Land (iiaiit ColI II I
loi 'in second time within a da

Hi
a membei ol the
boat 'i 'ii din i toi of ' he Amei I ition from
1981
,i mi mbei ol the National

a Organ!I
Hi!'' la on I

■ siiehe comes
from a rural fai
' ha i eon
tributed notably to the ad'
mi ni '.i ■ ounti i lift and culurs
i in Virginia.
1)1

i|
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Member Virginia InterrollrciaU- I'rrss Association
Represented for national advertising by National
Advertising Service, inc.. college publisher* repre'
sentativc, 420 Madison Ave.. N'-w York, N. ST.
1938-1939 member Associated Collegi
tributor of Coiiegiate IMgc.

Press, dis-

Published by students Ol the Sta^e Teachers
College, Farmville. Vil
Entered as second class matter March 1. 1921. in
the Post Office of Farmville, Virginia, under act
of March 3, 1934.
$1.50 per year

Subscription

STAFF
LeNoir Hubbard
Florence Bress

Editor-in-Chief
BusigfljKs Manager
Issecilsttl Kditors
News
Features
3ocials
Sports

Pattie Bounds
Frances Alvls
Vera Bbe)
Marjorie Nimmo
Re porters

Louise Allen, Ha/.elwood Burbank, Elizabeth Burke,
Mable Burton. Ann Bradnei, Mildred Caliis,
Sadie Cobb, Bernice Copley. Marie Eason. Mary
Sue Edniondson, Marion Harden, Mildred
Harry. E, Byrd Hutcheson, Frances Hutcheson.
Helen Jeffries, Ban Keessee, Johnny Lybrook,
Mary Walker Mitchell, Clara Nottingham,
Norma Pamplin, Agnes Pickeral, Helen Reifl.
Becky Sandidgc. Janclle Shfllor, Fiances Steed,
Shirley Stephens, Edna Strong, Jean Terrell,
Dibbs Tyres, Dell Warren, Elizabeth West.
Managers
Assistant Business Manager
Virginia Yager
Circulation Manager
Elizabeth Prince
Assistants Anne Benton. Jeanette Ferguson. Anna
Maxey. Martha McKin.stry, Caralie Nelson.
Mary West.
Typists
Chief Typist
Doris Chesnut
Assistants—Anne Bruce, Dorothy Smith, Lucy
Black well. Elizabeth Bundy. Caroline Booth.

A Few Reminders
For Resolutions
Are Listed for Us
Another year has passed and we are
embarking on another year—a year that we
hope will bring lame and fortune to each
oi us and our Alma .Mater. Nothing can
be accomplished though unless each and
everyone oi us are willing to do our part in
maKing tnu—our school—the best in the
world. I'o put things in good working order,
however, several rules should be obeyed.
loose rules are just a lew reminders that
Should be made into New 1 ear's resolutions.
1 ney seem simple and elementary when
lust you read tnem, but if you will think
tnem over you will leanze just how mucn
complying with these rules will aid every*
one concerned and make this a much happier year.
i. l will not be late to the dining room,
and 1 will not leave until all the announcements are read, and the doors are opened.
2. 1 will not ask unreasonable requests
from the Home Department and then get
angry if they are refused.
6. 1 will go to bed at the time that the
House Council has set for me.
4. During study hour I will keep my
radio low and my mouth shut so that the
person next door to me may study.
5. 1 will get to classes and chapel on
time.
u. If 1 must get my mail before chapel
1 will read it before chapel begins.
7. I will not leave early for a holiday
nor will I return a few days late.
8. I will obey the rules and regulations
of the college and uphold the Honor Code
at all times.
i). 1 will stand during the singing of
the hymn in chapel, and 1 will not talk during the exercises.

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 11. 1989

Honor at S.T.C
Is Subject to Be
Thought on By All

Congratulations to
"The Colonnade" on
Their First Issue

A Christmas gift and a lovely one it was!
What could have been a nicer going away
Someone has said, "'No chain is stronger
present than the first issue of "The Coltuna its weakest link". When we consider onnade", our new revised quarterly magathe individuals who make the chain of hon- zine?
or at S. T. C, we confess with shame that
With a front that is entirely Farmvillian
our chain is weak. Some links are unbond- in its makeup—with stories and poems
abie. ranch leu breakable; other links are that are the products of the creative abilmore fragile than cut glass. In fact, when ities of the Farmville students the first isone considers the honor of some students it sue of our magazine has been indeed a pleasure to all of those that have seen it.
seems they have none.
One of the best of all compliments was
Then are very leu students, if any, who paid to the staff when Dr. Jarman asked if
will take money from a fellow-student, or a copy of the magazine could not be sent
merchandise from a merchant, but there are to each of the trustees of the college.
All of the compliments that have been
a great many who are willing to tee the
paid
to the staff of 'The Colonnade" would
work of another as their own. It would be
not
have
been possible if it had not been
impossible to conduct the bluffers. Some
girls seem to feel that bluffing is an ac- for the untiring efforts of the editor-inchief. Ann 1 lugger, the business manager,
complishment.
Johnny Lybrook. and to their staff of
Theit is a laxness (Hi the part of a mini workers.
bar of students in regard to financial obliTo them, the staff of "The Colonnade"
gation!. They seem to forget that failure to We wish the l«'st of luck and say that we
pay dues and other small debts incurred by are looking forward' to the publishing of
them is dishonorable.
the next issue.
Some girls seem to be trilling to do almost anything to gratify their own needs
and Interests, Papers in the library are often found to have certain stories and announcements torn out. Sometimes bound
magazines are found to have bad assignments cut out. Defacing property [a nol honorable in any student and is appalling to
think of in a future teacher. Not even all
the members of honor societies exhibit as
much honor as they proclaim, They too,
use tactics to satil'y their needs or wishes,

The Price of
War

The Last ^lord
liy the Student Council
We may be a little late, but
we're wishing a happy New Year
to the student body just as heartily as if we were on time. "Ring
out the Old. Ring in the New".
and in that old verse are embodied the two words which we
repeatedly hear at this season—
the old and the new. You may interpret the one word as something
worn or something which has
outlived its usefulness. On the
other hand, something old may
be something renewed or something which has proved its worth
and should be repeated. You may
interpret the second word a*
something glamorous or unknown. On the other hand, something new may be something that
may evoke great responsibilities
and hard work. Whatever the individual case may be. in the year
which we now face, let us have
respect for the old and yet be
unafraid of the challenging responsibilities that accompany the
new. Everything that we have
done previously has not been
wrong, nor yet absolutely right.
The new year gives the challenge to "wake up and live"! Let's
look around this campus and the
world about us with the spirit of
real participants in life. There
are hundreds of things to be done,
and they aren't hard to find
There are broader relations and
more worthwhile contacts to be
made Emerge from your own
little group of friends. Go to sec
someone that you haven't learned
to know yet. Think how much you
may be missing by not knowing
the girl at the other end of the
hall or in another dorm. And by
gracious!—Even be
conceited
about it and think how much she's
missing by not knowing you! It
works both ways, you know. Anything to get out of a rut. Let's
do away with the somewhat clannish attitude and the cliques that
we are making too prevalent.
They don't make for the kind of
campus spirit that we want. Even
our best friends will appreciate us
more if they don't see us quite so
much. Who wants the dwarfed
personality that results from doing the same things and seeing
the same people every day?
Ask to lead prayers, morning
watch, student day chapel, or
write an article for the Colonnade, or an editorial for the Rotunda, etc., etc.
There are not only the numerous organizations on our own
campus, but others which are
open to college youth. There has
recently been organized in our
own state a Virginia Youth Conference which will deal with
southern problems of today. It
will be held at University of Virginia on April 21.
As students let us be proud of
being able to become responsible
and an intelligent unit of a large
democracy. What was good about
Continued on Page 6

New Year Is
Resolution Time
For All Girls

With apologies to Winchell and
orchids to Steed, let's recall a bit
of the "dirt" that made highlights last fall . . . Naturally, the
I'M shmen crashed thru with their
dumb one like callng Miss Taliaferro, Miss Mardi Gras . . . Summer romances—such as Picklen's.
who got her PiKA pin by Thanksgiving and Ora Wilson >. who got
her man. called for much chatter .. . Then there were always
new interests springing up which
called for a dig or so—Tony and
the Blown job who was late, you
remember, for the Senior figure
. . . Which reminds us of another H.-S. C. Brown, who we
hear, buys [rat pins by the gross
(that's gross of me. but I couldn't
resist > Anyway, Sara seems to be
doing all right ... To go back io
the fall romances—the DTlM mystery of the year was, what happened to the Britton-Blanton affan
... And we can't resist.
again, to recall how .littery Stalard got when she saw Tommy for
the first time since Spring. She
pei sonified the old saying. "Ain't
Lon Grand?" . . . Then, about
Cotillion time for some unknown
reason. Steed ehSQfed Reveilx rations' to "Echoes" . . . maybe
its her love life. Around that
time. Lois Powell was most in\ol\ed with a diamond . . . what
ever happened
if any? . . .
Circus queen Army had her "Bo"
on hand for the celebration
Wertl .nul bet miniature got the
limelight . . . Some going! but
ho* do you explain that look in
John Dennis eye
. All of which
brings us to Christ mas and the
fact that our girls really knew
how to "ring" in the New Year
There's Dodd with an engagement ring on one hand and
"Two men look out through the Freddie on the other! How do you
self same bars;
do it. Elsie? . . Then, not only
One sees the mud. and one the did Fran Dickerson get a ring but
stars."
an introduction to Willis' whole
family . . . Not so bad either,
huh? ... We want one question
"That man is sure to win
Who can command the situation answered—Wicks, does your good
Instead of allowing the situation Humor have anything to do with
the gleam in your eyes?
Now.
to control him."
"picture" the Young-Overbey sitWe sow our thoughts, and we uation without "Sis" ... But she
doeanl mind 'tis rumored, 'cause
reap our actions:
e< ictly pinned to a certain
We sow our actions, and we reap
H.-S.
C.
lad ... Alright. "Sis".
our habits;
We sow our habits, and we reap Bowen will want i explanations
. . . Well, strange a it semis.
our characters;
Vera
is still very muci
'ive, tho'
We sow our characters, and we
she's said she'd die
'ommy
reap our destiny."
showed up at the
y Court
doings" Saturday nifhi. He was
"Though we travel the world there but the situation's as t ver
over to find the beautiful, we
so it must be love . . . Speakmust carry it with us, or we find ing of Muy Day. tlv newly-elected
it not."
queen and court have our htar' tiest congrats!
"Live your life while you have it.
We hear that Mr. Bob Scott had
1
Life is a splendid gift;
a very gala < ? > holiday, but he
There is nothing small about it; is really bac:: in condition with
But to live your life, you must his rare stor.es ... eh. Beverly?
discipline it."
And . . . Miss Sexton . . since
when did it become proper to
entertain your dates in the gutter,
or do you do the right things?
. . . These Hampden-Sydney

A glad welcome to 1939—Happy
New Year to everybody! Is it unusual to wonder what the next
twelve months will bring? I don't
think it is, and I also think it is
being quite consistent with others
of the human clan to hope with
expressed optimism that this year
will be better lived than the past
years I once heard someone say
that every day might be the beginning of a new year if we resolve within ourselves to make it
so. That is true, but with a realization of the pronounced ending
of a period of time and the genesis
of another period. I wonder if
more of us are not really determined to strike out on a different
course if we've been following the
wrong road. If we've had our eyes
opened only half-way to the possibilities of life, are we not resolved to see all and grasp the
chances that come to us? That
doesn't mean for a person to go
around and tell everybody a lot
of things he's going to do differently Nine times out of ten It'l
this sort of resolution that people
break before it's a month old. To
the contrary, one will get further
toward the goal he's trying to
reach if he looks within himself
to find out what the trouble is.
and with a determined look in
his eye says: "Mary Jones, get wise
to yourself: look the world in the
face and live life at its fullest."
Begin this moment to do exactly
that. This reminds me of some
quotations that Men to fit in
with what I've tried to say.
Not in the clamor of the crowded
street.
Not in the shouts and plaudits
of the throng.
But in ourselves are triumph and
defeat.

1

ArTER A DAY IN THc CLASSROOM,

r

V\\V. World War. which was the greatest
as well as the bloodiest war in the history of mankind, lasted one thousand, live
hundred and sixty-live da vs. In this war.
which lasted less than four and a half
years, over sixty-five million men were under anus.
Doesn'1 all that expense, that shivering
total Of the slain, and that sulfering underJust as each link of a chain can be mend taken by a blood-crazed world mean anyed. so can each individual student help thing today'.' Perhaps now would be the
strengthen our chain of honor at S. T. ('. by time for another major war. After all, the
carefully examining and revising her own last one certainly was a good one!—The
code of honor.
lloua.

Echoes From an
Empty Space

OF BLCDMSBUfcj(RA) ST. TEACHER?
COLLEGE TRAINS LIONS AND TIGERS
FOR REST AND RELAXATION /

HORACE MANN
1796-1859
IS CALLED THE FATHER
OF PUBIIC EDUCATION
HE fOJNDED THE
FIRST STATE NORMAL
SCHOOL IN AMERICA '

sk)HN WKXHAMJ.W.OF
TULSA ATWLETB 'AtfAKS
SIZE l<fV SHOSS ,' U)
STARTS PIACncS L'Tt AS HE
WTOWWT** *S.'
r* SHOB TO/RXi.E.

boys do get around especially in
Senior Building at night! What
is the secret . . . Bobby
and
Smitty? . . . We are sure thai you
could make huge sums for your
ten easy lessons!!!
, . . Things we would like to
know: How pictures are initiated
out in the gym at H.-S.. eh.
Steed? ... Why Johnny "forgot" her roommate's name one
certain sunny morning? . . . When
Clara is going to make up her
mind definitely? . . . Why Cottie
won't wear her newly received V.
P. I. pin down in Shannon's''
Hive you noticed the
little
groups of girls scattered here and
yon . . . earnestly
discussing
something seemingly serious . . .
Well, grades have finally come
around . . . and ... we see many
joyful, but many more, woe-begone faces! Many a new year's
resolution was made to study, but
you know how lax they soon become ... It's so much fun to
play . . . then too . . . it's a good
idea to dance with certain people at the dances . . . Did you
really forget, Mabli
The Tax t'ullcclor'* Share
A family living on $2,600 a year,
says the National Consumers Tax
commission, averages about $827 19
for food The 1
,,s up
$57.87 of that food bill.

E

10
!■
ip
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Mr. R. H. French
Is Presented
As Classman
Last Thursday

Sophomore President and Classman

Ruth Lea Purdom
Makes Presentation
Of Soph Adviser
On Thursday. January 5. during the chapel period. I lie Sophomore class presented their
man. Mr. R. H. "Charlie"' French,
to the faculty and the student
body.
As the curtains opened,
the \
sophomores and their slater Cls
the seniors rose and tang their
class song. "Green and White".
On the stage were Mr. French.
Ruth Lea Purdom. class president.
Esther Atkinson, vice-president,
and Betty Beale Fain, treasurer.
After singing the class song the
seniors were seated, and the sophomores sang their songs to Mr.
French, some old and some new.
after which, the curtains were
drawn.
Men don't believe in a devil now.
As their fathers used to do:
They've forced the door of the
broadest creed
To let his majesty through;
There isn't a print of his cloven
foot
Or a fury dart from his bow
To be found in earth or air today
For nun have voted it so.
But who is mixing the fatal dra't
That palsies heart and brain
And loads the earth of each passim; year
With ten hundred thousand
slain?
Who blights the bloom of the land
today,
With the fiery breath of hell.
If the devil isn't and never was?
Won't somebody rise and tell?

Until Lea Purdom. presi<lini of the Sophomore Class,
u ho made the presentation of
their classman.

Mr. Mi.irlii
French, who
«M presented by the Sophomore class as their classman
last Thursday in chapel.

Clothes Hospital Is Open
To Public by Rosa Courier
Once upon a time in the far
away past, there was a little girl
Who needed hospital attention;
but she couldn't pay the price and
she was dying. Her story was told

to :111 old grey-haired man with
money in his pocket. The money
cam.' out and the little girl was
sent to a hospital for repairs. The
deed was labeled "Merciful".
Within your rooms are
rundown friends—the
closest you
have. Did It ever occur to you
how tired they are of dilapidated
existence? Of gaping, unstitched
wounds? Of hanging far below
their fellow mates? That you could
be so blind is folly. I thrust upon
your realization the problem of
i,amaci-d clothe."And she lifted them up with
gentle hands, and
took
them
across the campus, down the halls
of Main, White House and Annex
to the Clothes
Hospital.
The

lourney to Student Building was
long and tiring, but her reward
more than repaid her trouble. She
beheld her languishing
friends
teact to the magic touch of the
well-trained Home Ec majors, but
she shrank as she thought of the
bill, for she was a poor girl and
she had paid too much for that
last manicure. The work was finished and with trembling lip she
asked. "How much?" There was
an astonished pause, then a smile
like sunshine suffused her countenance as she reached in her
pocket for the change. She made
a mental note
iNote: Clothes
Hospital. 203 Student Building;
Head. Rosa Courter; Work—excellent; price—low. i She resolved
to hold an internal examination
of her closet. This girl had sense.
What have you? The hospital is
now open to the public.

Who dogs the step of the toiling
satni.
And digs the pits for his feet?
The devil alone should do?
For surely we want to know.
Who shows the tears in the field
The devil was fairly voted out,
of time
Won't somebody step to the front
And of course the devil is gone.
Wherever God sows His wheat?
line with
But simple folk would like to know
The devil is voted not to be,
And make his bow and show
Who carries his business on?
And of course the thing is true; How the frauds and the crimes of
But who is doing the kind of work
the day spring up.
—Author Unknown
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Old Faculty Member Beorc Eh Thorn
Oilers Prizes
Is Honored By
For Best Stories
Randolph-Macon
Itcndolph-Macon Woman's College has recently opened the new
Celestia S. Parrish psychology laboratories named in honor of the
11 v tiiss Punish, formerly a member of R. M. W. C. and S. T. C.
faculties, Miss Parrish was largely responsible for obtaining the
right for women to atend the University of Georgia. She also tried
to have the University of Virginia
0P< n d to women but was unsuc!ul in her efforts.
M:ss Mary Savedge. another S.
T. C alumna, and supervisor of
Appomattox county schools, is
taking an active part in conducing an extensive immunization
clinic in Appomattox schools sponsored by the Appomattox high
school.
The seventh grade of the Appomattox high school was the first
in the county to equip its room
With a radio. The class's teacher
is Miss Flora Williams, a Farmville alumna.
On Wednesday, December 21
Miss Annie Laurie Jones of Concord became the bride of James
Richard Cardwell, also of Concord.
The wedding took place at the
Methodist church at Bellvue.
In the Ivor Methodist church
Thursday. December 22, Miss Ellen Babb became the bride of Lewis R. White of Courtland.
Miss Elizabeth Taylor of Marion, was married to James L. MulllDB, Jr.. last Saturday at Morristown. Tennessee. The bride has
taught in Smyth county for the
past several years.

Lovelace Shoe Shop
From old to new with any shoe
Highest trade material ii-' il

Margarel Black, president of Third St.
Farmville, Va.
Be ore Eh Thorn, has announced
thai the organization will offer
prises or the best essay, poem
•nd short .-lory published in the
Colonnade this year. Beorc Eh
Thorn spenson the magazine and
i- tsklng this means of encouragtudents to write.
t year tin cash prize of $2.50
for the best short story was won
irah Button. Kathleen SawSPECIAL BREAKFAST
Ttr won it for the best essay, and
Catherine Roberta won it for best
one Egg, Bacon, Toast, Coffee
poem of the ;ear.
Jelly and Itultcr

COLLEGE
8HOPPE

Sprunl Lectures
To Begin on Feb.
19 In Richmond

For S. T. ( . (iirls Only

15c

Dr. John R. Mott of New York
City Will deliver the I„m, a Sprunt
lectures at the Union Theological
Seminary in Richmond this year.
The lectures will begin on Sunday. February the nineteenth and
end on Saturday, February the Expert cleaning, repairing and
remodeling
twenty-fifth.
The James Sprunt lectures are Main St.
O ppositc P. O.
an annual event at the Seminary.
They are made possible by Mr.
James Sprunt. of Wilmington, N.
C. who in 1911 created a foundaI'nder the mangement of
tion for the purpose of enabling
the Seminary to secure year by
"CHARLIE" JOHNSON
year the services of distinguished
scholars as special lecturers on
subjects connected with various
aspects of Christian thought and
work.
In addition to Dr. Mott. who
will lecture on "The Unfolding Aspects of World Mission in the
Last Five Decades", Dr.
Emil
Brunner. a Swiss Theologian, will
PURE OKI OS
lecture on the general topic of
HEDH INKS
Revelation, and Dr. Julian
P.
Reverend Harper Brady, mis- Love of the Louisville Seminary
TOILET AKTK I.KS
sionary to Japan for the last 20 will be the Bible lecturer.
Quality—Price—Service
years, was the visiting preacher in
the
College
Church
Sunday
FAK.MVII.I.F.
YIKOIMA
morning. Mr. Brady is home on a
leave of absence, speaking on the
foreign mission field in the various churches of the Presbyterian
Billy Wing, who was injured in
denomination.
an
automobile
accident
near
Mr. Brady also spoke yesterday Sweet Briar on the night of No"The Convenient Store"
afternoon at 4:45 in the Student
I vember 14. is
convalescing
at
Dealer
in fancy groceries and
Vesper Service in the S. C. A.
home, intending to return
to
confectioneries
rooms. His last sermon at Hampschool
after mid-year exams.
den-Sydney was given Sunday
fillO
High
St.
I armvillr, Va.
Spencer Mcllwaine whom an atnight in the College church. This
tack of flu kept at home between
was an open meeting of the men
Thanksgiving and the Christmas
POND'S FA< IAI. TISSIFS
of the church.
holiday- came back with tin- rest
j of the students to resume his work
| on January fourth.
Wing was returning from the
Hampdi n-Sydney idee club's concert in Lynchburg with a Sweet
R iar g'll when his car skidded a,

KLEANWELL

Cleaners & Tailors

Phone 98

GRAY'S
DRUGSTORE

Rev. Harper Brady
Preaches Sermon
In College Church

Wing Convalesces;
Mcllwaine Returns

G. P. BUTCHER CO.

25c

Air Map of Manhattan and New York World's Fair Grounds -

Southside Drug Store

I he neared Sweet Briar and turned
i

v. The girl sustained no
• but Wing himself was
' u t to the ' xt, nt that he had to
| b»* lushed to Lynchburg's Memoral Hospital for immediate treat■ mint

Wing is president of Ins social
i atei nit v. Chi Phi. and Bscrctai t
'ina urer of the Senior Claa Bt
is active in literary work as a
membei 'if the Qarnette itafl and
if Sigma Upsiion. honor literary
fiat.

RROOKS-K AYTON
COAL GO.
Qualilv—Service

Planters Hank &
Trust Company
Farimlilc. Virginia
Member: I-ederal RaterVS System

DUKE UNIVERSITY

Pedaral i* posll ins, Corp.

SCHOOL OK M USING
Durham, N. C.
Tin Diploma of Graduate
is awarded after three years, and

WILLIS, the Florist

the Degree of Bachelor of Science
in Nursing tor i wo addll kmal

I lowers for All Occasions

oi approved college work before or
Sib i thl coin is in Nui '.mi' The

I'llOM S 181—273

entrance requlretnenl are Intelll. characb r ami graduation
from an accredited high school.
Afti i 1938 one '. em of college work
will be required and two years of
e work th< reafter The annual tuition of $100 covers
the
il uniforms, books, student
gOVt intrant fi es. etc
(
application forms and information

Electric Shoe Shop
We do

umsililc half-siding
and re-heeling

about collage requirements may be
obtained from the Adim

Ion Com-

Johns Motor Company
Dodge A Plymouth Cars
DoifS Truiks

NEW YORK An aerial photographer recently obtained this
remarkable picture showing the
skyline of New York with
lation to the gn inds of the New
York World's I
has painted on lines indicating
distances from certain points in
!<f inhattan to the Fair grounds.
These dlstano

L Y N N 'S
concerning road and bridge approaches to the exposition which
is preparing to handle 60,000.000
visit.
(1) From Emnire State at Fifth
le and 34th Street, in the
heart of the retail shopping district, to the Fair grounds. 7 miles.
(2) From Wall Street, in II
" n, to the Fair grounds,

BM miles. (3) From the entrance
to the Triborough Bridge, BM
miles. (Motorists can make this
trip without encountering a single
traffic light). (4) Holland Tunnel
from New Jersey, showing route
through lower Manhat'
Williamsburg Bridge (No. 9) to
I leading to tii, Fair. (6) The
Irooklyn Bridge. (7)

Manhattan Bridge. (8) Brooklyn
Navy Yard. (9) Williamsburg
Bridge. (10) Q
. (11) Grand Central Parkway. (12) North ]'.
Airport (now being enlarged at a
cost of $30,000,000). (IS)
Whitestone Bridge.' furnishing direct gatt way b n *■■ w England
and Canada.
*

Radios and

We sel\lce .ill makes ill ear»

8.AXEGU8
I alluring—(leaning— Pressing

Watch Service

PBONI 203
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A. A. A. S. Meeting
Held in Richmond
During Christmas

Spenser** "Fairy Queen" /«
Lovely 8tory of Una
And the Redernsse Knight

Dr. J. E. Walmsley
Speaks in Richmond
At A. A. A. S. Meeting

New Year Open* Vistas
Of Learning and Fun As
Farmville Reopens Session

If college could hold
open
The knight of the Redcrom when
house" we might refer you for
him he spide
Speaking at the Social Science illustration to S. T. C. Farmville,
Spurring so hole With rage disluncheon. December 30. during the I Virginia, on that lamentable day
piteous.
ctu i.in iy couch his speare, and convention in Richmond of the —the second of January 1939. The
The American Association for
American Association for the Ad- doors of the institution swing wide
towaids ride:
the Advancement of Science held
lairs ol Knightly conquest — vancement of Science Dr. Jamc:. anticipating big returns. The stuits one hundred and third meet- ufuvalry lor maidens lair, villain- Elliott Walmsley, as vice-chan- dents straggle in and even the
ing in Richmond. Virginia. De- ous tieacneiy. combat with WlW cellor of the Atlantic Region of famed holiday food is momentaricember 27-31.
faeries nipping tne light Pi Gamma Mu, welcomed the ly forgotten in the joy of renewing acquaintances.
This association is the oldest lantastic on tne gieensward; scientists to Virginia.
There is an artificial glow—
truly national scientific society ffoocuand sprites and tne shadows
In graciously greeting the visiin the United States it was or- mat link near tnem—all unfold tors to the state, Dr. Walmsley! residue of a marvelous holiday—
ganized in 1848 when science oy magic horn tnis year's May -poke of the pride the Virginian j which rapidly disappears upon
consisted of two general divisions jay theme—tne encnaniing tale takes in letting "it slip out in a the approach of someone desiring
Natural Philosophy and Natural of Spenser's Faery Queen'.
minor clause somewhere that the to purchase a second-hand textHistory. Since then the astound'ine Faeiy Queene, ruler of all kindly gods smiled on him on his book. "Oh, must you—so soon?"
ing progress of science has led to fairies and mortals, dispatched natal day" and gave him a spot we cry in pain, but the businessgreat and ever increasing specia- twelve knights of fearless bravery m Virginia as his birthplace. like creature calmly replies, "Wake
lization. The association has play- and danng, giving tnem an allot- Continuing Dr. Walmsley said up. people, this is January '39."
ed a very important part in the ted amount of time in which to that a Virginian never asks a We label it "shattering, but true",
promotion of science and now conquer in deeds of knightly cali- suanger the state of his birth, but, "»d the diligent one moves on.
covers essentially the whole field bre. The Redcrosse Knight 'him should the stranger insist on sayNew vistas lie m waiting; the
of pure and applied science. It whom our story follows' set forth, ing that it is -Pennsylvania, or new year clothes itself in rosy
has more than nineteen hundred the lady Una by his side, to prove Kansas" or some other state, he garments and offers gifts of golmembers at present, and the his skill and chivalry. From the may reply. "Why. my dear. I den opportunity; but we the stumembership of its affiliated so- liist exciting battle with the "foul would never have suspected it."
<*enU sleep. To us. the past is yet
. ...
vivid: we relive it through recieties approaches one million. monster" Brrour until the last
1
of
The association meets twice year- victory over a fallen foe, his ad- ginians
JSL* **
». wlth all of its glorare ^irf^l^y,^
glad to have them WUn«
ious
experiences,
to any of our
ly, once during the Christmas ventures were of the mast vivid
•ento ever
* "•■?"
"TVnie to visit. Dr. Walmsley
spoke j"-; ^YliVndlv'forert self
be all a valorholiday saeson and again in June. and colorful
sjze ^ popula. friends whowill kndl> 'oiget Jrtf
American science speaks to the ous knight with giants, dragons. ^ Qf the ^ „We have pe0. ^^^htojisten.^hen
world at the meeting of the asso- duels, false knights, and treach- pie ... all by inheritance the proceed to dream while they reciation. General addresses are de- erous ladies besetting him on first families of Virginia . . . Po- view their Christmas—< specially
for our benefit•.
livered by distinguished American every hand.
cahontas and Lady Astor. We
and foreign scientists; elaborate
As yet. the New Year faces only
But by his side, the lovely Una, even have Republicans. We keep
exhibits are arranged. Approxi- our Queen of the May, misun- them carefully muzzled and reP. I the backs of the college crowd.
mately one thousand papers are derstood at times—but trusting in
when we
we need ] Tomorrow—the next day. will
lease them only when
presented on the various sciences him always, remained as his stay an unsually difficult
business witness the close of the Christand their application. Unusual and comfort till they returned pioblem solved . . . And. while mas chapter, as recognition is
opportunities are offered
for victorious and exalted to be you may not know it. they make eventually given to a brand new
scientists to become familiar with crowned by their Faery Queene— cxcellent citjzens. if you are care- year with conspicuously little
the progress that is being made and so they lived happily every fu, not tQ elect them [0 offlce;.
writing on its pages. Yes. this is
in fields other than their own. after
January 1939.
"
The main feature of the proIn order to give the intelligent
• j^ZZZ
gram was an address by Sir;
public interesting and authoritaRecord Review
Rjchard GreKory
editor of Na.
Largest Station in World
tive information concerning the
a
sen
Because
there
is.
£'.
'
magazine,
London.
England.
The Grand Central station, New
f
tule
rapid march of science, the ses- such an '"creasing rlurnbe,
of
York city, is the largest station in
speaking al lne
luncneon
sions are open to the public.
electric phonographs on the camThe Christmas meeting was the pus this year your columulst na* I
first ever held in Virginia. An at- decided to run at the enrofthu'oncers of the American Associa- ing able to accommodate 30.000 peoof ple in its public rooms at one time.
tendance of well over five thous- column each week a WVltW Ol | tion for the Advancement
Gamma
and made it the largest scientific Victor's current releases which ., „....„., ,_..—.... im „„,.
Mu. national fraternity in social
Wrote The Caisson Song'
convention ever held in a south- may help you in your selection.
"The
Caisson song," which is the
ern city. The fact that Richmond
Benny Goodman, that versatile,'
United States Field Artillery march,
was chosen as the site for the king of swing, has recorded two
was written by Col. Edmond L Grumeeting signifies the increasingly hits from Jack Benny's new pic"Give the world the best you ber in 1908 when he was a lieutenant
important place which Virginia ture. "Artists and Models Abroad" have, and the best will come back
of the Fifth Field artillerr in the
enjoys in the eyes of the indus- — "You're Lovely Madame" and
Philippines
to you."
trial and scientific world.
"What Have You Got That Gets
This meeting was one of the Me." Victor 26053. The two songs
most successful meetings the as- are great in themselves, and with
sociation ever held. This success the added inducement of hearing
was in part due to the splendid them in a Paramount hit film,
cooperation of everyone concern- they are sure to make a hit with
ed. As many as sixty meetings you.
were held at the same time.
If you like swing classics, try
Trained men saw that everything I hui.v Clintons recording
NEW YORK - Here are a | Displays of rare orchids, reof
went on in order with bewilder- Chant of the Jungle" with "Defeu) oj the strikingly unusual newed every three days by
ing quickness and efficiency. Dur- sign for Dancing" on the reverse
things visitors will find at the plants flown to the Fair from
ing the week over one million It's a famous arrangement of an
N /• York Worlds Fair 1939:
Venezuela.
Th
words were published and thirty: oldstt.r (.oupled wilh an original
A parachute tower from
e tremendous discharge of
broadcasts were firm concern- Harry
„.,
c„nton
rhythm
tlme.
winch visitors may "bail out" ! 10.000.000 volts of man-made
ing the conventions.
at an elevation of 250 f*et and .lightning,
'Chant of the Jungle" is played
A
Each delegate was well provided at a fast swing tempo, featuring
b? sure of a "happy landing."
Brazilian exhibit building
for and well entertained One tenor sax and trumpet get off
Revolving "magic carpets" , en;fted on stills.
A floor made of cotton.
hundred and fifty people of Rich- along wih the usual fine ensemble
from which \ou may look down
mond placed their cars at the scoring of the maestro. "Design
as from a height of two miles
disposal of the delegates. Tours fo< Dancing" slows down some
upjn "The City of Tomorrow"
were made to Williamsburg, to what and emphasizes the
le the 200-foot Perisphere.
Ricksha runners from South
arthe American Tobacco Company, rangement a little more. However,
A "Tree of Life" carved from Africa six and a half feet tall
to the Southern Biscuit Com- tiumpet. tenor sax, and trombone
the trunk and brambles of an j and clad mostly in feathers,
pany, to the Brewery, and to
e'.m planted in Connecticut n horns and beads.
are not forgotten on this side with
other places of interest A select some fine solo passages as a re1781 by Revolutionary War
A waterfall cascading from
group of twenty-seven persons
prisoners.
the high roof of a building.
sult Victor 26076.
was allowed to go through the
"Stfve Brodie" jumping six
Mural paintings that change
.lean Sablon. the sensational
Dupont Factory It is estimated
times I day from a reproduc- their colors while you're lookin ■ Flinch baritone appearing
that one thousand seven hundred on the radio in Hollywood Hotel.
tion of the Pronklvn Bridge.
: ing at them
people went on tours—one or has recorded "Star Dust", that
• • •
Fireworks set to music in remore. Senator Byrd sent enough ever-popular favorite. To dlSCUM
The most valuable- wheat field ■ lated patterns of color and light
apples for all and free cigarettes
for its siSS in the world in full | A city entirely populated by
weie tlSO provided. Luncheons Hoagj Carmlchael's master-piece
growth
midgets.
Ol popular music would be superand dinners were given through- fluous, and as most of you have
Five million dollars worth of , An automobile speedway half
out the convention.
diamonds rubies, emeralds and a mile long on'.op of an exhibit
Mr Sablon sing "Star Dust"
The next meeting of the Assoother gems in one glittering building.
oxer the radio we are sure you
ciation will OS held June 19-24. will want to own this recording.
display
Mighty snowsto* ms sweeping
1939, at Milwaukee. Wisconsin
•.eel-walled bathysphere down out of a clear Spring sky.
On the reverse is "J'ai Ta Main"
in which descent has been made
» « »
wiiten by Charles Trent it is a
M dnwn in the black depths '
pleasing French song with an adof the ocean
A building turned inside out
mirable musical quality. Victor
"Rocket gun" o> which pas- with its roofbeams on the out26078.
\ ill be shot to the moon, side,
, _
Tne "Yas-Yai Y.I r man. I
A delegation of the llampden- Wa|1,,1 h.|s ,,,-.,, a.-ci for Victor
or Mars some day—perhaps.
Moving chairs traveling
model of a human eye so around in a building so visitors
Sydney boys will attend the ■ current hit from the MGM
■ visitors may enter it and | won't have t. walk.
Founders Week Conference al the film. "Listen Darling"—"On the
1 10k out upon the Fair's busy
A flight to Venui so real
Moody Bible Institute m Chicago Humpy Road to Love". It's a tyI
•
ne
Just
as
if
the
eye
were
doyou'll
swear you've been there
lil1
111 The Conference will last from l»
Waller number, and if ymi
ing the looking.
and met the folks.
hk(
January M through February 6.
' >>"" >'""" llk"' ''• °n tn'' ■*■
• • •
The tallest mural paintings
IS We the People", a novelArthur Field. Bert (iurtrcll.
Two hundred blooded cows in the world.
ty number with Fats'' at the
Billy Williamson Tom Cross, and ,„.,„„ You„ wa|„ ,„ „dd thl
I milked daily on a re-I A model of New .ork City
V i \ Ing platform.
so large that the Empire State
possibly another will leave for the to y,.\u collection of Tats" WalAn orange gruve transplanted Building is reproduced 23 feet
Conferenee Monday morning. Jan- ll'1 recordings Victor 2S898.
va) from Florida tall.
uary 30 with OeOCge CSSUlgei Moody Bible tWO yea..- and who
Automobiles With living drivA sphere 200 feet in diametei
i
senior
In iiair-r using collisions seeming to revolve on jets of
graduated hen eat JN ar, now has
The themes of the conference
.m i Hying lorn rsaults.
water, like the little silver ball
tour Churches In Ivoi near SufThi
'pal in the world m the shooting-gailery.
are Prophecj the Bible and Soul- folk
A fountain that sings.
An ml well in operation with
Winning. Reveietui Wilbur M
The delegation expects to leave
Paintings that have to be dedrillers
in
the
"cast."
Smith, who is going Ul !>•• a speak■ model railroad stroyed every night and done
the Conference on Sunday. Feb.
er at the mSfltfnf spoke at the
all over again next morning
e instrui' i
llumpden-Sydney Summer ConA "Fountain of the Atom,"
Puppets 14 fee! tall dramaThis trip tO the Moody Bible
nf the fa- with electrons and protons
ference Daily song services will school will take the plane of a
m medicine cabi- dancing around a pulsating
be led by Dr Homer A Hammon- trip to the National League of
trp
t
shaft of light.
eEvangelical Budente1 Convention
Oeorge KlSSingei who attended in Arkansas

ODDITIES AT THE FAIR

Commission
Comments
Would you like longer dating
hours? Do you wonder why you
can't go to the hotel for dinner?
Then, if such questions as these
are revolving in your mind and
if you are a freshman, be sure and
plan to attend the open forum
which is being sponsored by the
Freshman Commission for the
freshman class only in the Y. W.
lounge on Thursday night.
The meeting is going to be informal—wear what you wish, ask
what you desire to know, and give
your opinions of the questions
which will arise.
In order than some definite anwei may be given to these perplexing questions, you will be told
just why such can't be done. But
not only will you have a chance
to learn why certain things cant
be done, but you can also help to
do something about getting what
you want.
By the way. if any of you know
anything about the whereabouts
of the "Quiet Signs'" which the
commission uses in order to promote quiet during prayers, would

you please see that they are returned.
You sec it is this: It seems that
quite a few have been taking
these signs out of the hands o!
the girls who are stationed in the
halls before and during prayers,
and are supposedly taking them
for their scrapbooks. It is all right
to keep a scrapbook.
but please
v
don, ,;ik„ £ . Qxw{.. „%„,,
are needed for a much more effeetive purpose.
By the way. you can now help
the commission by buying your
candy at 172 WhitehOUSS and
your oranges from 22.r> student
Trailers tents, log rabins, and
abandoned shacks have all bee.i
seized by America's college students in search of inexpensive
living quartan, but undergraduates of the University of New
Hampshire have gone one better.
Some 250 men—from freshmen to
seniors—utilize war-time barrack.,
built In the summer of 1918 to
house members of the national
army training corps.
These barracks, although far
from ideal, have opened the way
to higher education for well over
2,000 students Bines 'heir construction, according to administrative estimates.

\ WRITTEN GUARANTEE
With every permanent
wave, if you want it!

$2.50
Be-ing able to purchase our suppll SJ in lame quantities at
great savings enables us to make these sensational offers at
unbelievable low prices.

20% Off

1-4 off any permanent priced from
$3.50 up. This is your chance of a
lifetime. A chance you can't afford

to miss

EXTRA SPECIAL
Shampoo- Finger Wave,
Manicure and Rinse
All 4 for Only

1.00

.4 $10.00 machineless permanent
u-ave—one of the best and most beautiful wares in the world. __

$6.95

BALDWINS BEAUTY SHOP
i

PHONE 159

AKMVI:

: i: s

BKST SHOP

BALDWIN'S HALF PRICE SALE1

COATS-DRESSES
Selected styles, every new febrie, colors!
CHOICE! 115 DRESSES
Originally
5.95 to 19.95
NOW

Five H.-& Men to
Attend Conference

Vi

PRICE

77 DRESSES 1-3 OFF
ENTIRE STOCK OF

l/3

COATS

OFF

SUEDE SHOES 1-2 PRICE
2.98 Sellers

L98

SWEATERS
SKIRTS 20rr Off!
ALL SALES FINAL
NO RETURNS
NO EXCHANGES

8S

Slightly soiled 1.98

SLIPS

1.49
1.35

BALDWIN'S
QUALITY. PRICE SERVICE Store
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Few Students

Delta Theta Alphas
Are Entertained
By Sorority Members

Winter Clothing

; CM ryone to keep the feet dry.
Present feminine footwear does
, not afford adequate protection
under extremely wet and slushy
conditions. Consequently, to prevent damp or wet feet and 111Di sses that can result therefrom.
weatherproof protection should
be used. Investigation seems to
indicate that much sickness which
indirectly if not directly is caused
by a disregard of this rule is not
due to lack of ownership of overshoes but to their non-use.
:

During the winter months in
this section of the country weathi conditions call for a reasonOn Saturday afternoon, Decem- able appreciation of the use of
ber 17. Miss Alice Carter, patron, clothing. The frequent changes in
and Anne Kelly entertained the tcmpeiature. ranging from apM;iron Elaine attended the Tea members of Delta Theta Alpha proximately sixty degrees to
dance and Hop a) the Naval Aca- at a tea from four to six o'clock twenty during the winter season.
at Mis. ('alters apaitment.
Obviously require some thought of
demy In Annapolis January 7,
Besides active members Miss the type of clothing to be worn.
Those from Pannvllle who al Jennings, advisor and Miss Edna Many persons disregard thertended .1 Mu Omega Sorority lun- Bolick. associate member, were mometer demands and rely enI >nt.
upon seasonal styles. This
cheon al Miller and Rhodei TeaOn Sunday afternoon. Decem- fact is proven by the number of
room In Richmond January 7
were Ruth Hill, Boise Williams, ber 18. Caroline Gwatlimey was unnecessary and sometimes seit home to the sorority and ad- rolu illnesses whose origin directNancy Oray and Nancy afcas.
visor from five to six o'clock. Re- ly can be traced to carelessness in
The Grand-daughter's
Club
I abelle Williamson was the tieshinents carrying out a Christ- ihis matter." states Dr. I. C. Rig- gave a scavenger hunt on Mongin. Commissioner of Health.
' of Mis. B, B, Williamson at mat theme were served.
day night. January 7.
"Heavy overcoats for cold days
The winners were Elizabeth Ann
her home on University Place in
and lighter apparel for the more Parker and Eloise Waller.
Lexington during the i>a.st weektemperate ones should be the unAfter the hunt buns and ginger
c ml
broken rule. And in this connec- ale were served and songs were
Continued from Page 1
Is! ye Berry Vales was a gUMl
tion, one is more likely to suffer sung.
ai the borne of Mrs. R. s. Cusb- stand he took during the sitdown the penalty of an illness by being
T
man on University Circle In strikes of 1937 when he was gov- overclad than underclad. A heavy
overcoat,
whether
of
fur
or
of
Charlottesville during the week- ernor of Michigan. Mr. Frankfur- wool, worn when the temperater was born an Austrian Jew and
end of January 1.
has for many years taught law in ture is above fifty, particularly if
Patricia Whitlock has returned Harvard University. He will un- me be walking, is likely to deDining the week of January 5
to school from Petersburg where doubtedly be confirmed, notwith- velop an overheated condition through 9. the local Baptist Union
she was a guest al the home of standing the criticism he has and even make one perspire, has sponsored prayers as one of its
sometimes received because of his •hough this condition may be im- projects for the year. The theme
Betty wiicox.
radical viewpoints. Mr. Hopkins, perceptible. The net result of is "My Maximum for Christ" and
1 hei Atkinson and Anne Easuch a practice may be that in the girls in order of their leading
ley were among those from former W. P A. head, will have to cooling off an excellent oppor- are as follows:
contend with a great deal because
Pannvllle who spent the past of opposition of raised eyebrows tunity is afforded for infection to
Thursday. January 5. Marian
week-end in LynchbUTg.
in the direction of expenditures m enter the system. That minor Ht-rden: Friday. Anna Maxey;
Mary Elizabeth Peiticrew was that field during his administra- lespiratory infections can progress Monday. Caralie Nelson. Tuesday.
the guest of aflcou Bneed In Rich- tion. However, it is believed that into serious illness undeniably is | Elizabeth Leach; Thursday, Evelyn
mond during I he week-end of the opposition can not present suf- indicated by the many deaths Beale; Monday, Helen Reiff: TuesJanuary 7.
ficient proof to prevent his being that annually occur from pneu- day. Olivia Stephenson: WednesDorothy Rudder has returned eonfirmed.
day. Beatrice Bland.
monia.
I lux> 1 from a short visit at
"There
is
no
desire
to
create
This congress will bear watching.
her home in Brookneal.
the impression that everyone must j
Among those from S. T. C. who It is no longer overloaded by a unduly study temperatures and j
Continued from Page 1
were unable to return to school big Democratic majority, but has thus assume an irrational viewat the close of the Christmas added to its family that shocking point toward the use of over-1 the old year? What was bad
holiday because of illness were group of Republicans and still has clothes in wintertime. Neverthe- about it? What could be imMary Prince Arnold, Sara Melba to contend with Grandfather Con- less it is wise to be reasonably proved? With the answers to
Beale Virginia Barksdale, Louise servative Democrat. The New acute to seasonal climatic con- these questions well in mind, let
exactly
us face the new year—competent
l)i larnette. Margaret Franklin. Deal's popularity isn't
ditions and permit the weather of our strong points, wise befixed
cither,
nor
is
the
President.
Lula Power, Eunice Westbrook
Though no great issues seem ap- of the day. rather than style. cause of our mistakes, and filled
and Anne Williams.
to be the controlling factor.
with the knowledge that greater
Jane Hardy has returned to parent for this year's congress"Incidentally, on wet days and | progress can be made. May 1939
school from a short visit in Black- ional session, much depends upon it. It promises to be quite in- when pavements are covered with i be a most successful and happystone
teresting!
slush and snow, it is advisable for year for us all!

Leave School

For W eek-end

Granddaughters Club
Has Scavenger Hunt

Gleanings

B. S. l . Sponsors
Prayers During Week

Mu Omega Alumnae
Entertain at Lunch
In Richmond
The Richmond Alumnae of the
Mu Omega sorority had a luncheon in Richmond on Saturday.
December 7. The active members
of the sorority who went to Richmond from Farmville were Nancy
Gray. Eloise Williams. Ruth Hill.
Nancy Moss and the chapter's advisor. Miss Leola Wheeler. There
were nine alumnae present—Elizabeth Munn, Mrs. Mary Hamilton Burton. Mrs. Mary Tucker
Pet ei son. Mrs. Peggy Borham
Wallace. Mrs. Billy Booth Florance, Mrs. Ruth Richardson Horton. Mrs. Kitty Hatch Whitfield.
Miss Elise Turner and Miss Doris
Brandls.
Luncheon was served in the
Green Room of Ewarts
Helen Rieff. Jean Taylor and
Kat Reed entertained the Mu
Omegas at an informal supper
in the chapter room on Sunday
evening.

Florence Stubbs. faculty advisor.
The hostesses were Eliza W.
Wise. Mary Jackson. Meade Neale
and Betty von Gemminger.

EACO THEATRE
Hals 4 P. M—Nights 8 P. M.
Wed.-Thurs.. Jan. 11 -12
Franciska Uaal
Franchot Tone
"Tin- (Hit Dounstairs"
Popeye in 'A Date te Skate'
Hi.-Sat.. Jan. 13-14
Adolph Menjou
llwiiii Harms

'Thank* for Everything1

(apt A Kids Cartoon News
Neil Mini.-Tiles.. Jan. lli-17
Melri/n Douglas

Virginia Bruce
-THERE'S THAT
WOMAN AGAIN"
Comi'dv

Novelty

News

NOTICE—We now offer special
Camilla Theta* Entertain

ln» s ml cut rates on RADIO RK
The Gamma Theta Sorority I pifsj WORK
was entertained at a supper m
their chapter room on Sunday.
January 8. by four of its mam. Rlpf'tHivnnli'tnco f'n
5
bers
A saIad
bers. A
salad course
™ \ppuanil ^O.
course and
and tea
tea were
were r*
I
served to the members and Miss I Armory Bldg.
Phone 40

JIST RECEIVED

The Last Word

Jitter Biitf
Oxfords

$3.45

Skirts and Sweaters Reduced — |2.97 reduced tu.Sl.!)7
and $1.98 reduced to |L69.
Charge it if //»// Ufa

THE HUB DEPARTMENT STORE

Faculty Members
Take Trips
During Holidays

ombinaf/o/i

Those members of the faculty
who went away for the Christmas
holidays were:
Id
Peel and Mrs. Watkms
spent the latter part of the holidays in Hew York city, where they
attended several of the seasons
Broadway suci i t
such
ai
Hells-a-Poppin ". "The Boys from
Syracuse", "Pins and Needles"
i
also attended the Grand
Opera where they heard Lawn nee Tlbbetl In "Falstafl".
Miss Mary Clay Hmer visited
relatives In Btaunton and Millbow.
Miss Jennings visited Miss i>uval at University, Virginia.
M
Bnead spent the holidays
with friends In Roanoke and Ba>
lem.
Mi
Pltspatrlck
visited
in
Lynchbuig and Richmond.
M
Mallow was the cues! of
ti lends in Hevei ly. W. Va.
Mi Bell was ill ;,t his home
durum the holidays.
all
B ■
'la' guest of
friends In Winchester
Dr. .Idlers. 1):
BtOVenS, Mr.
Coym i and ICI
Waters attended the American Association for
the Advancement of Science in
Richmond
Ml
Bedford spent the holidays al her home in Columbia
M ouri,
Mi i Purdom was the guest of
friends In Blackahear, Qeorgla.
Mi Wheelei spent the noil
irk City
Di w.i in to] attended tbt
ciai Srien,e Convention In Richmond,
MI
Carrli rauaferro \.
In u
and also attended
meeting In WilUamsburg of the
Mathematical
Association
of
mi the National Coun•I ot Teachers Oi Mathematics
X|
:
JJaferro was a membei ol
tate committee on an
menta foi the Utter Association
Mi i'..nun r pent the holidays
Hi Salem with her si I.
M:
Sannlson who was foi x\
dlatltlon hen1 at Parmvllle
other members ot the faculty
spent the holidays at then homehere m Parmvllle,

..a newyear
" anewSMOK/jvo
PLEASUXg
Make Chesterfield
your New Year's resolution
...they'll give you more pleasure than any cigarette you
ever smoked.
Chesterfields are better because of what they give you
—refreshing mildness, better
taste and aroma.
Chesterfields are the right
combination of mild ripe
American and aromaticTurkish tobaccos — rolled in pure
cigarette paper.
When you try them you will know
why Chesterfields give millions of
men and women more smoking
pleasure...why IIIEYSATISFY.

hesterfield
...the blend that can % be copied

iio» rases lasers Wages

All ■

l

,>

. a HAPPY COMBINATION of the

and national
tu where thtj uow an- equal
'

world's best cigarette tobaccos

I per cent of ,,|| |,

•

ma atnai Tottca LU.

I
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Sport Slants

Twenty-One Girls Farmville Knters
Swimming Meet
Are Selected
For Varsity Squad For Second Time
Farmville will enter the teleIn Basketball
graphic swimming meet this year.
With Game With
East Radford
Season Opens
Varsity basketball squad for
'38 and '39 has been chosen and
the following girls were selected:
Ruby Adams. Mary Clare Beck
Elizabeth Berryman. Virginia Carroll. Corilda Lee Chaplin, Ellen
Conyers. Clara Cook, Rosa Courter. Mary Sue Edmondson. Dot
Fischer, Pal Gibson. Carolyn Harvey. Elizabeth Hillsman.
Ann
Hurff. Chlotilde Jarman. Dot
Johnson. Marjorie Nimmo, Martha Roberts. Juanita Smith. Virginia Whitehead Smith, and Lucy
Turnbull.
Parmville has had an undefeated basketball team for the
past four years winning over such
schools as Harrisonburg. William
and Mary. Notre Dame and Panzer College. This year's schedule
includes the same schools and the
dates for the games are settled
Only two games will be played on
the home court this year, and all
others will be played away.
The opening game will be played in February 3rd with East
Radford This is the first time in
manv years that Farmville has
met Radford on the basketball
court. The following games with
Harrisonburg. W. & M. and Notre
Dame will be played away. The
final game with Panzer College on
March 3rd will be played in Farmville.
Captain for this years team has
not yet been chosen Miss Olive
T. Her is coach.
"Fduration must come from
within you. You must be receptive to it. Education cannot be
poured into you, nor is it a elmk
that can merely be put on and
worn." University of Wisconsin's
Pies C. A. Dykstra re-asserts an
axiom that knowledge cannot be
spoon-fed.
"Don't resent it if the farultv
does some backseat driving, for
they have been over the routs b fore" university of Minnesota's
new president. Guy Stanton Ford.
tells education's passengers about
the guide-post duty of professors in directing us down the road
to knowledge.
"A change of emphasis on the
values of campus life is necessary,
High scholarship should rank as
the most valuable achievement a
student can make. This means
that useless organizations and activities ought to be discarded
others revitalized, and campus llf(
reoriented." Norris T. Pritchard.
Iowa State Teachers College, calls
for a searching study of extracurricular activities.
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Freshman Team
Defeats Charlotte
Court House

By Louise Bryan

I've never. The basketball sche- massy and it was more fun. Watch
dule is wonderful—here, there out now because we are going to
and everywhere. Not only do we spiing them on you quite often.
play Radford and Harrisonburg You can play Chinese checkers to
but we go North. Go North young your heart's content and there'll
Freshman basketball teum won
women and we 'uns here at home be food!
41-18 over Charlotte Court House
You mermaids can get your fins on December 15. 1938. The game
which will be held the week fol- wish you all the best of luck. I
owlng Pounder's Day at s. T. c. aheady have my rabbit's foot wet each afternoon from 4 to 5:30 was scheduled at 4 p. m. in the
Patucia Gibson announced. Last dangling around my neck.
and Saturday nights from 8 to
Not only is the Varsity Sched- 9:30 at the Pool. Good for the college gym.
vear S. T. C. placed first in the
Southern Division and third in ule beautiful, but the Freshmen figure, too. You know, it seems to
Because of the team-work and
the All National Division. This is have
some
games
all
to me that with a pool like ours, the speed of the freshman team, they
in i cond year Farmville has en- themselves that are going to be best any place, more of you would easily out-played their opponents
'i iid the meet.
good. They haven't done so bad try it. No time like the present
The lineup was as follows:
The telegraphic meet is held already as it is. Have you to start a new good habit like
Charlotte C. H.
each year in schools throughout seen them play? You should take that. Then there Is the Intercol- pas. Freshmen
'in United Slates on a set date, an afternoon off and watch them. legiate Telegraphic Swimmiim R.F.—Roberts
Nelson
and each college which has enter- They haven't had such good sup- i Meet that we have before March L.F.—Cook
Taylor
ed the meet ser.ds m the result to pod from their sister red and; 15th. Remember last year when
Vassar
OIK definite plao Ti.e scons are whites—Fie
and For Shame! we got 1st place in Southern Di- J.C.—Harvey
Dunnavant
added and cempared and the Sometimes they even forget to vision and 3rd place in Nationals S.C.—Beck
sains BJ S M k oted for OnM
support themselves. What's the1 From the looks of the few I have R.G.—Caplin
Williams
ond. and third places. The meet is matter with you spectators? It's seen splashng around we should L.G.—Paulette
Pugh
divided into several divisions anc! lots more fun than just walking do much better this year. It takeSubstitutes:
Farmville—JohnI
division bai schools placing ill ii town and sitting some place. practice so come on in the wa- i
son, Turnbull, Hurt. Lindamood.'
in first, second, and third div- I dare you to try it. It cmbar- ter's fine.
Sprinkle, Baldwin: Charlotte C.|
isions.
me, to dare someone to
Quite seriously though, exercise H—E. Nelson.
support
our
games.
never
hurt
anyone
and
it
seems
Practices will begin soon and
a 1 students are urged io come: We had the best party way to me more of you should in-!
out. The pool is open any after- back last year in December 1938 dulge. Oh. well. See you at basat play night. It was all Christ- ketball practice and in the pool.
noon,

W. & L. and Roanoke
Strengthen Their
Hopes For Title
W. & I.. 67, Lvnchburg 48
As most Virginia teams face
that interlude that means exams
the Generals of Washington and
Lee seem most likely to come out
on top in state basketball honors.
Although eratlc in spots, the boys
in blue came through last week
to decisively defeat Lynchburg
College by a score of 67-48 Pact
by three sophomores. Pinck. Parks
and Dobbins, who will well bear
watching on anyone's floor. W.
& L. featured a fast-breaking offence. Although they have lost
one game i University of Kentucky > this team seems to have
that spark of indefinable something that changes teams to
championship teams.
Roanoke 17, O. W. 41

The so-called "Five Smart
Boys" of Roanoke College came
from behind to defeat George
Washington 47-41, Featuring Paul
Rice, the high scorer of the state
with 93 points for seven games,
the Maroons showed only sparks
of the form that carried them to
the finals of the National Intercollegiate tournament in Kansas
City last year. Although the team
is composed of the same five players, it seems that they haw lost
the polish of last year.
With five lettermen to carry on
the brunt of the work. V. M. I.
opens their season against Roanoke College Monday night. Last
year the Keydet cagers always
trailed their opponents by several
points but with the additional
ri SChlni * XI>I in nee and a longer
rest between seasons they will
have to be watched more closely
than the past four or five years.

PEOPLES NATIONAL BANK
Earinville, Virginia
CAREFUL MANAGEMENT

COURTEOUS SERVICE

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.

(JIRLS:
It is Sale Time at DAVIDSON'S, and that
should mean something to every girls at S. T. ('.
All Coats and Dresses reduced to nearly halfprice. Also a real bargain in Hosiery 1 hat is a real
buy for everyone.

59c^2"»' $1

Varsity Basketball
Schedule

DRUMELLER'8
FANCY
MEATS AND GROCERIES

ROSE'S
5—10—25c STORE

ON THE CORNER
Purr Thread SILK HOSE
Full Fashioned
Guaranteed to You

49c
C. E. CHAPPELL CO.
Visit us for the
BEST FOI'NTAIN SERVICE

MARTIN, the Jeweler
Duke Loses Hut
College and Sorority Jewelry
South Can Still Boast
Says Sports Scribe
317 MAIN ST.
r\KMVIU.K.

Inter-Class Games
Will Be Played
During Month

Duke's warriors today ended
drills for their coming battle with
the Southern California Trojans
February 3
Here
Class basketball games will be in the annual Rose Bowl classic
East Radford
February 10
p'ayed during the week of Janu- to be played Monday. The Blue
Notre Dame
There ary 23. and the final champion- Devils were confident without beMILL WORK
ship game will be played on Fri- ing cocky, determined that their
February 18
diive and spirit would offset their
William & Mary
There day January 27, at night.
BUILDING MATERIALS
1
The class basketball games give opponents weight advantage and
tentative date)
points for the color cup and are man power.
February 24
Harrisonburg
There played off between color classes. Pasadena. January 3.
March 3
lust as hockey games were played.
A bitterly disappointed Duke
KIDAK FILMS printed and
P.ui/er
Here Freshmen and sophomores
are team today entrained for then
opponents, and the junior and sen- long jaunt back to Durham. They
Developed
Following the same trend of ior classes will battle each other had little to say about the game,
thought given in the above quo- The winners of these sets will play- wishing to forget the Trojans'
ONE DAY SKRVICE
tations is this question asked and off the final game on January 27. stoiy-book finish as soon as posAny
student
is
eligible
for
class
sible.
snswered for us at Burlington.
teams as soon as she has comvt.
Well, that just about tells the
pleted at least eight practices.
whole story. Duke, as was to be
"Why do students come to col- I
captains have not been expected, put up a whale of a
lege? Song and story traditionally elected as yet.
scrap. For 59 minutes they kept
say, for fraternities, sports, and
their unbeaten, untied, unscored
college life.
Latest returns indicate 89 upon record intact. They were
However, this theory broke down Creighton campus—mates have even leading by 3 points, thanks
completely when 464 freshmen at autographed the plaster cast on to a 26 yard field goal by Tony
—AT—
the University of Vermont were Tom Murphy's injured leg—and Rulfa, a chunky third-string
asked to set down the reasons Tom is worn out after 89 obser- tackle. But then the storm broke
vations that he's "pretty well Doyle Nave, fourth team quarterfor their choice.
—FOR—
back, began pitching footballs all
Both men and women stated plastered."
over the place with deadly accuthat the courses of study offered.
racy. With 1 1-2 minutes of the
more than anything else, decided
Taxes Hidden in Kent
the question for them. FraterniMore than 1.600.000 new automo- game remaining to be played.
ie and sports fare badly and biles could be sold every year with Nave completed a pass to Al
scholastic standing scored heavily the money paid for taxes hidden in Krueger, the sophomore end whose
i rent in !!"■ I'tnt-ci Stv.os
pass-catching beat mighty Notre
with the class of 1942."
Dame. The gain was good for 18
yards. Another pass—this time
Featuring
good for 10 yards. Nave whipped
Southern
Dairies "Velvet"
the ball to Krueger again, but this
Ire Cream
time the play lost 2. Then, with
the ball on the Duke 18. Nave took
238 MAIN STREET
the pass from center, faded back
and spotting Krueger. threw a
perfect strike. Touchdown! The
Trojans kicked the extra point
TRY A PAIR
and led 7-3. During the remaining
40 seconds. Duke threw passes all
Hampden - Sydney's eccentric for the night to 9 points. McCann.
of
over the lot. but none of them
basketrers handed a rather list- assisted under the Koal by Feld- connected and the Blue Devil,
less 42-26 decision to the closely man. kept the bin Tiger forward tasted defeat for the first time.
charging Cavaliers of Virginia at who is now state hlfh scorer, well
Duke has no grounds for being
Chailottesville Saturday night. In- in cheek during most of the en'ashamed They played ■ bang-up
Hi out if ul Silk Sim kinys
trust on the Hill and hopes for counter
game and only the manpower of
an undefeated State season reCoach Bernier's boys could not the Tiolans beat them. Duke-,
calved I severe setback as the wo,k the ball in smoothly and croud team ll good but the third
from
Tigers displayed a complete re- thls coupled with ,)„,„■ shooting and fourth teen
' fill up
versa! of the form that had al- .
,, . ,. .
. . .
ready added four victories to a' inaccuracy spelled their defeat, spaei- on the ii' och 'i be first four
Marly on a par
lengthening string and marked I Hanipdi n Sv,m. v also found it Trojan ti ■
\\V 1 Coast sport Writers have
the Berniermen as one of the Old hard to adapt their zone de!
been contending all year that
Dominions better quintets. The ,,,,,,, ,„ ., „,„„. murn \arf(n than Nave 1 iii > team material, but
were definitely "off",
,
,
|h|l loca C()U]
be only played 53 minutes during
VhRinia guarded closely, urnw
e be,nR the regulai
1 c on 1 hike's only
QI AI.ITY POOD
i.i.ia the Tigers to only a few to,us ,
,..
sh(„
advantage was Tiptoe's kicking
side shots, and forcing Berry, ^ bm ,,
^
and that wasn't quite enough.
Brown and mates to fire away on ^ .,,,,,„ j^.,,, d ,,
,,
■van though th
the
lervai ll Moderate Prices
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Cavaliers Win Over Varsity
As Tigers Lose State Game

Fast-Breaking and Close Guarding
Limit Losers to Seven Field Goals

"DEXDALE'

VERSER'S

SHANNON'S

Always FIRST to SHOW the NEWEST!

VISIT IS FOR THE BEST OP BARGAINS

DAVIDSON'S
The House of Quality
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